R97084
Gas Industry Standards Board
Request for Initiation of a GISB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions or Enhancement of an Existing GISB Standard for Electronic Business Transactions

Date of Request: May 27, 1997

1. Submitting Entity & Address:
   Enron Interstate Pipelines
   P. O. Box 1188
   Houston, TX  77251-1188

2. Contact Person, Phone #, Fax #, Electronic Mailing Address:
   Name: Theresa Hess
   Title: Information Specialist
   Phone: (713)853-4895
   Fax: (713)646-2551
   E-mail: thess@enron.com

3. Description of Proposed Standard or Enhancement:
   Add the following code values to the Adjustment Type data element in the Measurement Information document (Standard 2.4.5). These same code values were added to the Measured Volume Audit Statement (Standard 2.4.6); ratified by GISB membership on February 28, 1997.
   
   Invalid Gas Sample
   Quality data received late
   Incorrect chromatograph assignment / data
   Measured change not received
   Volume estimate - no data received
   Estimate replaced with actual: late
   Mechanical field equip. failure
   Late notification of station turn on
   EFM communication failure
   Incorrect EFM station configuration
   Integration/Scan process incorrect
   Invalid calculation type
   Incorrect gas quality
   Data / entry error
   Audit review - no adj. necessary
   Missing data, no volume estimate
4. Use of Proposed Standard or Enhancement (include how the standard will be used, documentation on the description of the proposed standard, any existing documentation of the proposed standard, and required communication protocols):

The additional code values will provide a standardized means for communicating the reason for an adjustment.

5. Description of Any Tangible or Intangible Benefits to the Use of the Proposed Standard or Enhancement:

6. Estimate of Incremental Specific Costs to Implement Proposed Standard or Enhancement:

7. Description of Any Specific Legal or Other Considerations:

8. If This Proposed Standard or Enhancement Is Not Tested Yet, List Trading Partners Willing to Test Standard or Enhancement (Corporations and contacts):

9. If This Proposed Standard or Enhancement Is In Use, Who are the Trading Partners:

Utilicorp

10. Attachments (such as : further detailed proposals, transaction data descriptions, information flows, implementation guides, business process descriptions, examples of ASC ANSI X12 mapped transactions):